Evaluating Your Broadband Speed
By J. D. BIERSDORFER 43 Minutes Ago
Several online tests can help you check the speed of your Internet connection, but be aware of conditions that may affect your results.

Siri, Alexa and Other Virtual Assistants Put to the Test
By BRIAN X. CHEN
Virtual assistants from tech behemoths including Apple, Microsoft, Amazon and Google are graded on their abilities to actually be of assistance.

Creating a Family Website
By J. D. BIERSDORFER
You don’t have to be a full-fledged webmaster to share photos, videos and news with family and friends in your own private corner of the Internet.

When Your Neighbor’s Drone Pays an Unwelcome Visit
By NICK BILTON
Spats over trespassing, privacy and air rights are heating up as the little copters become more popular.

Oculus Rift Will Cost $599
By BRIAN X. CHEN
Facebook’s Oculus has set a price and other details for its Oculus Rift virtual reality system.